“What do you think about when you hear someone use the word “style”?
Usually the term “style” is used, it most commonly refers to one’s fashion or outer appearance.
But I want to remind you that style is much more than your hairstyle, make-up, outfit, etc.
It’s the total “message” of the way you dress, talk, move your body, or do anything ...
It’s how we express our inner being outwardly.
This includes all of our thoughts, emotions, interests, and values.
Everything on the outside is merely a reflection of what’s on the inside.
We firmly believe that fashion is just one part of your style.”
Let's see our suggestions for February:

1 . B l a c k To p , Tw o - t o n e S a t i n To p ,

Galvan:

A glossy black satin and is accentuated with contrasting white hoops high on the neck that end with
an elegant drape behind the back. Wear it with a long, striking skirt, or with tight black pants and
matching high-heeled shoes.

2. Long skirt, Brandon Maxwell:
An evening maxi skirt with special embossments in the weave that create shine in an impressive fuchsia
that emphasizes extremely with a wide belt at the waist. Pair it with a tight blouse or a special top in black
and definitely with high heels.

3 . " Ly n n " s a n d a l s , J i m m y C h o o :
Perfect for any sparkling event, "Lynn" high-heeled sandals are made of soft black suede, decorated with
shimmering stars and equally shiny crystals along the straps. Wear them with both mini and maxi skirts
or dresses, they will captivate the looks!

4 . S q u a r e Tr u n k s a f f r o n b a g , H u n t i n g S e a s o n :
Handmade by artisans in Colombia, Hunting Season's black satin and lizard Square Trunk bag
is a pleasure to carry due to the geometric proportions and tactile materials. The silky-smooth rope
cross-body strap can be knotted for a shorter drop when worn on the shoulder and the side tassels will
swish as you move. Foreground it against a simple slip dress for effortless elegance

5. Long earrings, Christopher Kane:
In your mind, everything could benefit from a little embellishment. That's why these crystal cascade
earrings from Christopher Kane are perfect to keep handy when switching between outfits
and be instantly elevated. Shine on. Featuring a push back stopper, crystal embellishments
and faux-pearl embellishments. These earrings come as a pair..

From Left to Right
1.Black Top, Two-tone Satin Top, Galvan - 2.Long skirt, Brandon Maxwell -3."Lynn" sandals, Jimmy Choo
4.Square Trunk saffron bag, Hunting Season - 5.Long earrings, Christopher Kane

This season, bright colors are the protagonists.
Not only worn as a single piece, but also bold combinations.
Green with blue, purple with yellow and pink with red.
Especially the latest color combination is one of the most
popular statement look and favorite of fashionistas.
Red is one of the most dynamic colors in the colors palette.
Pink is just as popular especially in its bold shades.
What happens when red meets pink in a set?
The result is definitely explosive and super stylish.
• Jacket & Pants
The plaid jacket combined with flared pants in light pink.
• Statement Top & Skirt
The high-waisted skirt in hot pink shade, in perfect harmony
with the heels and combined with a statement top in red.
• Top & Glam Pants
Not just pink pants, but pink with glitter matched with
a ruffled top. Wonderful!
• Mules & Printed Blouse
The jeans at best worn with a red blouse with statement
shoulders and prints and suede mules in pink.
• Glam Dress & Metallic Pink Sandals
The red one-shoulder dress and long sleeves take off the
look with a pair of metallic pink sandals.
• Formal Slip - Open Back Dress & Pink Shoes
A lovely look for Valentine’s night, even if this year it will be
indoors on most occasions.
• Small Red Dress and Pink Heels
A “fresh look” for all day long appearances.

From the moment the pandemic invaded our lives, the dynamics of everything have changed.
Of course, things could not be different in terms of our style and wardrobe.
We want to shop safely and we want to shop items that will immediately renew our appearances,
but also that will stand the test of time. Hopefully the moment when we will return to normalcy is,
going to happen soon. Among the things that this pandemic has forced us to change is our need for
selective shopping. Versatile pieces have taken their rightful place in our wardrobe. The same goes
for luxury touches. Pieces that are an investment. Pieces that you are going to wear for years,
a piece of jewellery that has the potential to transform your ensemble and withstand time, even if
you wear it every day, or a bag with all time classic philosophy but bold aesthetics.
Even if we do not wear our “favourite" dress, we want to sprinkle our appearances with luxury
touches that make our mood every time. We invest in quality to wear these items even when
things are back to normal. Lets call them luxury touches.
Bellow are just some examples, worth to be included in your choices.
1. Zadig & Voltaire black leather ankle boots with metal star embellishment, would be perfect to
match with your jeans or a body-fit dress.
2. Insignia by designer Carolina Herrera, red leather flats . The heel is open and has a strap that
hugs the ankle in the favourite philosophy of sling - back design. The initials of the house are
embossed on the front and make these flats even more special.
3. Tod’s black moccasins. One of the most dynamic trends in shoes this season is the loafers.
Tod’s have it all. Tod’s black flat leather moccasins, with the embossed brand logo on the front
are the ideal choice for your everyday looks.
4. Liva bag by Coccinelle, in bright orange, made of soft leather will sprinkle colour on your
appearances and will make each ensemble stand out. This bag is spacious and can be used as
a crossbody thanks to the adjustable strap. The back pocket will allow you to quickly store the
must-haves of your daily life.
5. Montaigne by Christian Dior, sunglasses with square shape and elegant design.
The logo is embossed on the side, giving a bold aesthetic to their design.
6. Aurora Gifting Necklace, with thin chain made of silver 25 in rose gold plating, with square
charm decorated with mini cz and mother of pearl. Ideal choice!
7. Le Vian Chocolatier 14K Rose Gold 1.71 ct. tw. Diamond & Rhodolite Ring, a ring that will excel
your appearance to other levels…Beautiful!

Leather Pants are a timeless piece!!! … A Silent Statement!
Rock, sexy, feminine, formal, romantic. The leather pants are a timeless piece of women's wardrobe.
It fits all occasions and can be worn from morning to night. With the right combinations it can create
completely different looks…and become the centre of attention!

Day
• For your morning outings or shopping: Pair your black leather pants with jacket boots or with a sweater,
or shirt and flat ankle a jacket and you are ready!
• An interesting idea: Choose an open shirt with a simple T-shirt inside. On top, wear a coat, jacket,
long cardigan or a sleeveless jacket, depending on the weather or the occasion.
• For an all-hours smarter look: Wear your leather pants with a classic blazer and a shirt or blouse.
• As for the shoes, depending on the final style, sneakers, flat boots, but also mountaineering boots are some of
the suggestions. Or if you love your heels, try ankle-boots or boots with a square heel for a more relaxed walk.
• Leather pants for the office: Choose a more austere and elegant look.
The top and absolutely safe choice is a pair of leather pants with a white shirt and a jacket. In this case you
can wear wonderful high heels or ballerinas. The "classic" and sure choice is to combine leather pants with
a white shirt or a plain white T-shirt,
• For an androgynous look you can add a thin tie to take off your ensemble.
• Alternatively, you can match it with a shirt and a thin sweater on top. Pair it with a blazer, a classic jacket
and a belt that will accentuate your waist.
• For your professional commitments: With a blazer and an impressive leather bag shirt or a smart blouse
and jacket, enhanced with the corresponding accessories.

Evening
If you are wondering how to wear leather pants for the evening, then you should first take in consideration the place
and the occasion.
• For evening look, choose to combine it with fur, or even velvet and impressive high-heeled shoes.
Lace, shiny textures and sexy necklines, create a sexier evening look.
• If it is a more relaxed outing or a visit to a friend’s home, then you can match the leather pants a loose T-shirt,
a sweater or the combination of a white shirt through a sweater.
• Sexy and at the same time sophisticated look? Wear it with a top with a deep neckline and high heels.
• Glam Rock Look? Match a black slim sweater or black blouse with a V neckline and a black leather jacket and boots
or for a glam rock style prefer a pair of heels in a bright color!

This year, there is a restrained Glam Mood.
It mixes with comfort and convenience, making the perfect transition from the 2020’s shoe styles
The truth is that last year was not the best for shoes. Not because of trends, but because of lockdown.
After almost a year that we aimed at comfort with clothes and shoes, the most glam styles are in order.
Although the trends in shoes for the new year do not suggest something quite innovative, there is
a "restrained" glam mood. It mixes with comfort and convenience, thus making the perfect transition
from the shoe styles we wore in 2020.
THE RETURN OF COMFY HEELS
The trends of 2021 "celebrate" comfortable heels. This does not mean that the most comfortable shoe
styles and flats leave the list of trends. After so much time on the couch this year, it's hard to get back
on our heels. That's why in 2021, the trends have to do with comfort and convenience.
Dressing a little smarter , though convenience and comfort continue to have a place in your looks.

The styles we will see:
• Pastel: Pastels return to the color palette of our wardrobe in 2021. They are colors that radiate
calm and positive mood, while they are so-so bright. A good way to start the year.
• Strappy sandals: 90s style, "raises" its head again making a magnificent return in 2021, through
the sandals that strap up to the ankle. This minimal mood emits an effortless femininity.
• Square toe: The that has dominated for the last two years, is not going to "go" this year.

• Comfortable materials: As shoes for 2021 are characterized by comfort and convenience,
designers choose stretchy fabrics and materials. From slides to rubber straps, lycra to foam.
These materials offer innovation but also a comfortable fit, even on heels.
• Chunky flats: For those who love comfort in general, then this is the trend for you.
• Animal prints: Boost your mood and your appearances. There is no better way to do this than
with a pair of animal print shoes.
• Thick Chains: Chain detailing will add all the shine you need to up your shoe game this year.

• Super Strappy Sandals: Statement-making lace-ups!
• Gladiator Sandals: The trend is both the classic version with a flat sole and models with heels.
This is already a classic. Whether you like them or not, they certainly will not disappear from
fashion shows. We just have to watch for minor modifications and combinations.

From Left to Right:
Elisabetta Franchi - Blumarine - Fendi - Bottega Veneta - Mario Dice
Erdem Spring - Victoria Beckham - By Dose - Gianvito Rossi

any love Black, considering it as sexy and theoretically easy and safe choice!
For all the love we have for black, we should start wearing bright colors, more often.
Regardless the season, there is no better time than these days, that the pandemic “requirements”
have limited our appearances and our choices, to create looks with bright bold colors.
Put color into your life and in your wardrobe! Many are "afraid" of bright colors.
Most women tend to have more classic shades, also known as neutrals. Black, white, grey
and earthy are in the top preferences of most people. This happens in many cases, due to the fact
that many do not know how to mix them with other bright colors. Or even with the most classic.
If you are in this category, we urge you to go to the opposite bank.
Leave the convenient "blackness" and welcome bright colors in your life and wardrobe.
Things are simple.
There are some basic rules you can follow and create beautiful sets with bright colors.
• Mix them with N e u t r a l S h a d e s .
Start with the simple. Do you want to wear an intense shade, like neon green?
Combine it with a neutral shade. White is always a good choice, because it offers harmony even if
you use the brightest colors.
• Say "yes" to the P r i m a r y C o l o r s .
Basic or primary colors (red, blue, yellow) are a good way to add color to your looks.
They are the colors from which the other shades result and are suitable for color block sets.
They match nicely with each other but also with the shades from which the other colors come out.
For example. Blue matches fantastically with purple, because purple is the mix of blue with red.
• D e n i m , the balancer.
Jeans are a safe way to incorporate bright colors into your looks. They function somewhat like
a "white canvas" in our appearances and match with all different colors. Among them are the bold
ones. You can wear a fuchsia top with a pair of jeans and easily compose a colorful outfit.
• M o n o c h r o m e . Yes!
Want to try an intense shade but do not know which colors match it?
A safe choice is to combine it with the same shade. Choose a total look in an intense shade and you
will surely have an ultra-elegant set.

Fashion this year has turned its gaze dynamically to boots.
Though, it is still a puzzle for which pairs will find their way to your collection.
There is a wide range of designs, colors, materials.
Although, boots that are in the news this year are the ones that reach the knee.
Choices between, high heels, Thigh High, Straight-Leg boots, Lace Boots, Colors, Patterns
are so tempting, but what are the trends?

Let's look at some of the most attractive ones:
• Under-The-Knee: It’s hard to believe, but knee-high boots have finally knocked over-the-knee
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

boots off the trend list. Finally, no more pulling them up for hours on end! Splurge on a great
black pair like this faux-quilted pick from Kurt Geiger
Block Heel: Patterned OTK boots were always a little intimidating, but they’re totally doable for
the knee-high length! These fun Steve Madden boots serve just the right amount of snakeskin.
Hondouras Western Boot: Booties with some cowboy flair are just as in, and we love the shiny
brown patent leather look on these square-toed boots.
Chain Link: Black and gold too much for you? Try something different with this gorgeous camel
and silver combo from Franco Sarto. Loving those croc-embossed uppers!
Cowboy Love: Even city-slickers can’t resist the charm of a boot with some western accents!
These boots are the perfect combination of high-fashion meets rode-chic.
Leather Sock Boots trend: Leather boots, but really… really… really tight so that it almost feels
like socks. Sound uncomfortable? Maybe it is, but come on, how sexy do these look?
Sock boots are not a new trend, but leather sock boots, in our humble opinion, are awesome
and we think will last longer as a boot trend.
Colorful Boots: Bold is trending everywhere, so it does in boots!
Lace up Boots: Lace up everything, starting from your boots.

Looking at the fashion trends for this year, it is evident that
the trend towards simplified, comfortable clothing,
that the pandemic requires, continues. The designers
responded to the desire for easy-wear fashion with
a multitude of overalls, ideal to create quick looks.
Jumpsuits, as well as dresses, offer an effortless look with
a single piece. From '70s-inspired jumpsuits, to utility
boiler-suits, there's a version for every style or occasion.
Let's take a closer look from recent catwalks.

• Style and Functionality: It was first established as
a military uniform during World War I and continues to
be a work uniform for many. In fashion, designers have
taken advantage of its useful roots with Max Mara
presenting a neutral, one-piece suit with laces and
pockets, while Stella McCartney suggests a tie-dye
boiler-suit with pockets and a belt in waist.
• Disco Era: Late ‘60s & '70s established the bodysuit as
a fashion piece and the fancy style of the time, can be
seen in modern versions of the trend. Balmain and
Tom Ford, chose the necklines and striking finishes that
are strongly reminiscent of the days of Studio 54, while
Saint Laurent and Chanel moved in modern silhouettes.
• Suit Up: The trend of impeccable sewing of recent
seasons continues, with designers such as Bottega
Veneta and Hermès applying precise cuts to everything.
• Luxury Leather: For an elegant and effortless
ensemble, a leather jumpsuit is the ideal piece.
Whether paired with a leather jacket or a pair of
sneakers as suggested by Celine, the luxurious material
gives an edgy character to the trend.

1.Salvatore Ferragamo-2.Max Mara-3.Stella McCartney-4. Chanel-5.Balmain
6 .To m F o r d - 7 . S a i n t L a u r e n t - 8 . X u l y. B ë t - 9 . Η e r m e s - 1 0 . B u r b e r r y - 1 1 . C e l i n e

This Year’s Valentine’s Day will be different from any other one before!
Social distancing, masks, gloves, sanitizers…The new “normal” during the year’s “love month”.
The more the pandemic lasts, the more we feel the need to bring out our most beautiful
characteristics. To achieve this, you do not need too much makeup. “Key” cosmetics and beauty
care, are necessary, to ELEVATE your appearance and put your “stamp” silently.
1.

La Femme Prada Intense Eau De Parfum, Prada: A buxom and booming floral oriental with bold,
bombastic notes of frangipani, tuberose, ylang-ylang, beeswax and vanilla. Top Notes: Mandarin Essence,
Green Notes. Heart Notes: Frangipani Flower, Ylang-Ylang. Base Notes: Tuberose, Sandalwood.
All of this is served in Prada’s effervescent and luxurious style.

2.

Hanatsubaki Hake Polishing Face Brush, Shiseido: Four-petal face brush that is uniquely designed to
contour to face and buff skin to a polished finish.

3.

Les Chaines de Chanel, Chanel: A limited-edition blush that gives skin a warm, luminous glow with
a bronzy-rose shimmer. The soft, micro-fine formula dusts seamlessly onto skin for a smooth, radiant finish.

4.

Look Chiara Ferragni - Monsieur Big, Lancôme: Lancome's Monsieur Big Mascara has had a huge
impact from the very first application, creating fuller lashes than ever before. The bristles of Lancôme's
Monsieur Big Mascara Mascara Brush are made of soft fibres that ensure gentle application while
separating and shaping lashes. Its formula promises up to 12 times more volume and 24-hour durability,
even during your after-party.The iconic formula of Lancôme Monsieur Big Mascara promises up to 12 times
more volume and 24-hour durability, even during your after-party.

5.

Glowy and Showy Highlighter Palette, Scott Barnes: Carefully crafted pigments mix together so you
can create your perfect highlighter tone without overdoing any one color. Glowy and Showy’s large pans
put you in control of your highlights with specifically chosen hues of yellow and pink, as often highlighter
palettes ignore the yellow and pink hue of peoples’ skin by using muted or random color options limiting
users to two or three options to correctly hue shift. Glowy and Showy gives you ultimate highlighter
control. A masterfully crafted and extremely considerate highlighter palette. The formulas produce the
most luxurious sheens and pigments with a sophistication rarely seen in highlighter palettes.

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:
1. La Femme Prada Intense Eau De Parfum, Prada, 2.Hanatsubaki Hake Polishing Face Brush, Shiseido, 3.Les Chaines de Chanel, Chanel
4.Look Chiara Ferragni - Monsieur Big, Lancôme, 5.Glowy and Showy Highlighter Palette, Scott Barnes

A

timeless, fiery, absolute symbol of femininity, red lipstick is the choice of bold… women.

And of course, always the perfect choice for a celebration nigh, such as Valentine’s Night!
From the time when Cleopatra, the ancient Queen of Egypt melted red beetles to paint her lips red,
to Queen Elizabeth and from there to Marilyn Monroe, then to Monica Bellucci and Dita von Teese,
women always favour red lips.
Red lipstick is not so much a matter of aesthetics, but a matter of sexual and feminine statement!

How to choose your red lipstick!
The simplest thing you can do is try it on the skin of your hand, to see what matches best.
In general, choose red based on blue, or red based on orange. The safest shade is burgundy red.
If you have oily skin, i.e., yellowing skin, choose a shade of red based on orange.
The same goes for those who have darker skin.
If you have light skin, then choose a red lipstick with a pink base, that flatters you.
If you have brown or generally dark hair, wear even very dark shades of red.
Blondes, better to avoid them, the result is generally… “dangerous” for your elegance.
Avoid wearing bright red lipstick (or not at all) if your skin is not clean.
If you have scars or a lot of pimples, they will just be more pronounced.
Generally, go for matte red lipsticks, as they are more stable. There are more or less 50 different
shades of red lipstick? Choose your own carefully depending on your skin and hair color!

How to wear red lipstick properly!
It is certain that for a sexy result, you do not want your crimson lipstick to "run".
The point is not to look like a vampire… Red lipstick "requires" smooth, even and radiant skin
So put on your moisturizer, apply a light layer of makeup for even skin and perfect texture, finishing
it with a soft layer of powder.
Never without an outliner! This is required, in order for your red lips to look perfect.
This is why, you must pay special attention to the shape of your lips.
To achieve this, use a lip pencil in the shade of your red lipstick and form their outline.
In this way the lipstick is not "poured". For an even more lasting result, apply the pencil all over
your lips before applying the lipstick.

This year leave aside the traditional French Manicure

and transmit rays

of light and color even through your nails!
Apart from the hazy and dark varnishes that are the safest choices of the new era
the dark mood can take a break and be replaced for a while by the playful side of the palette.
French Mani prevails in all seasons, more than any other shade on every woman's nails.
Imagine, the elegance that the white line gives , when it is transformed
into its most playful version!
After all, change is part of our daily lives in recent months.

Lime time!
Lime shade will impress and awaken through its intense taste,
that cools our mind every time we think about it.
Maybe it whets your appetite, too…

Colorful thoughts!
Have you not dipped your fingers in the colourful tempera.
It's just your new nail outfit! A bomb that gives pink, blue, orange smiles when it explodes…

Black is the new White!
The contrast that combines the classy form with the rock soul.
For the ones that extra color for French Mani is a bit too much…
A woman in passion is a woman in red

A woman in passion is a woman in Red!
Red could not be missing from the list. Femininity is at its best when wearing red…
What color will you start with?

THERE

are iconic music legends, such us, Elvis Presley, Bruce Springsteen, Madonna,

or classic wardrobe pieces like a Burberry raincoat, a tweed Chanel jacket and there are iconic
products in our makeup. The ones that are used by millions of women around the world, beauty
bloggers, celebrities, hair and makeup experts, praised by of beauty editors for years!
From the legendary Estée Lauder serum, that since 1982 has changed the beauty routine
of millions of women around the world, to MAC's best-seller Ruby Woo.
Estée Lauder New Advanced Night Repair Synchronized Multi-Recovery Complex: Top award-winning
and iconic repair serum in the beauty world (noted that it has received 127 awards) that since 1982 has been
writing history, changing the beauty routine of every woman. Dramatically reduces the appearance of all the
basic signs of aging. Repairs, rejuvenates and moisturizes lines and wrinkles, while the skin acquires a more
youthful and firm texture.
YSL Touche Highclat Highlighter: For more than 25 years, this award-winning highlighter is powered by the
radiance-boosting Luminocaptide Complex, so you look rested and refreshed, even if you’ve been up for hours.
Instantly gives a radiant, flawless face with a natural, luminous finish.
MAC Retro Matte Lipstick Ruby Woo: It is the red that suits all women, all skin tones, all circumstances and
according to MAC statistics every minute four Ruby Woo are sold worldwide. It is basically a bright matte cool
red, with a long lasting on the lips.
Maybelline Instant Eraser Age Rewind Concealer: Maybelline's most wanted concealer, allows you to
immediately cover imperfections and dark circles with one application, without even getting your fingers dirty,
thanks to its built-in sponge. The best thing is that it combines makeup and treatment since it is enriched with
Goji berry and Haloxyl extract.
Giorgio Armani Beauty, Luminous Silk Foundation: For years favorite of makeup artists and among the
top sellers of Armani, as it has a light texture that glides on the skin and embraces it, like the finest silk - hence
its texture - correcting imperfections, giving a natural, uniform tone and revealing the natural glow of the face.
Original Beautyblender Sponge: It changed the then quiet world of makeup tools and to become the most
popular sponge in its category. It has a characteristic shape, as well as color (in its classic version it is pink).
Since then, you can see it constantly in the tutorials of makeup artists, while it spreads evenly all over the face,
offering perfect and absolutely natural coverage, camouflaging the anti-aesthetic lines.
Bioderma Sensibio H2O: The favorite micellar cleansing and make-up water of millions of women around
the world. It is the first micellar water in its class and remains No. 1 in sales worldwide. In fact, one is sold
every three seconds around the world. Plus: It is specially designed to treat sensitive skin disorders, offering
gentle cleansing and make-up removal on the face and eyes.
Benefit Cosmetics Gimme Brow & Eyebrow Gel: Sold every 17 seconds worldwide, the ultimate eyebrow
gel with color that creates naturally dense, tame and well-shaped eyebrows resulting in water resistant
and long lasting, thanks to the special tiny, conical brush that has an easy and perfect application.

Smokey make-up the whole day?
Oh Yes!
It can be introduced in its natural but also super impressive version.
It is a perfect solution for the whole day at the office, but also for
a professional lunch.
Steps to achieve it!

What you will need
•
•
•
•

A black eye pencil,
A highlighter,
A bright creamy shade, and of course…
Mascara.

How to do it:
• Apply the creamy shadow on the upper eyelid and with the brush
make sure to reach the tip of the eyelid.
• Choose a natural shade, for example a light orange or peach.
• Create a thin line with a black pencil on the edge of the lashes and the
upper eyelid.
• Then make a thin line on the lower lash but only up to the middle of
the eye. This way it does not become so bold and therefore it is
suitable for daylight.
• With a cotton swab, "spread" the lines with more care on the upper
eyelids, to make the result softer.
• Softly, apply the highlighter below the eyebrow line. If you do not
have a highlighter you can apply some eye shadow in a cream
or champagne shade.
• Apply one or two coats of mascara only on the upper lashes.

Enjoy your look!

t the first sound of the word "acid", your mind automatically goes to something
harmful, toxic, bad in any case, for the body, let alone for your skin, but every honest skincare
addict knows first-hand , that acids are one of the biggest trends in the beauty world.
This is because now, more and more women are looking for, choosing and finally buying their
beauty products, giving great importance to the ingredients listed on their labels.
Acids, depending on their type, can meet more than one skin’s , giving effective solutions.
Which acids are considered important in the care of every woman's skin?
There are three-essential acids you should look for in the ingredients of your beauty products since
they offer many benefits to your skin.
What is it, what does each one offer and what skin needs do they cover?

Probably the most well-known acid in the beauty world and one of the most consistent values
for so many years, in terms of their effectiveness. It offers rich hydration, antioxidant and helps
maintain the firmness and plasticity of the skin over time. This is because, as we get older,
the water reserves in our skin decrease with the result that gradually, as you may have noticed,
its elasticity and volume decrease, and more dryness appears. In short, Hyaluronic Acid is the
ultimate weapon against dehydration, wrinkles and volume loss.
Depending on its molecular weight, it leaves the skin smoother and softer, while offering
a plumping effect, "filling" of wrinkles from the inside. Hyaluronic Acid already exists in our own
body, therefore in our skin, since it is produced by fibroblasts and therefore does not cause
irritation when used. It is present in almost all tissues of our body, contributing to the good
function of the joints and muscles, as well as to maintaining the youthful and radiant appearance
of our skin, with the highest concentrations being found in the eyeball, joints and skin.
It is contained in cleansers, serums, ampoules, creams and even sunscreens.
In brief, you need it if: Your skin shows signs of dehydration, with wrinkles and fine lines becoming
more and more intense on your face, while at the same time loses its elasticity and firmness.
How do you use it? Over the years, beauty brands are incorporating Hyaluronic Acid into a wider
range of beauty products, in order to take advantage of all their properties. So, in addition to the
day, night cream or serum, you can find many cosmetics, foundations, concealers, lipsticks with
hyaluronic acid, but also in skin care treatments that can be combined with daily treatment, such
as ampoules, or even in many moisturizing face masks. Combined with other ingredients it creates
the perfect anti-aging formula, contributing to the production of new collagen and elastin fibers,
thus you can find it respectively in anti-aging, anti-wrinkle, eye creams action, treatments, serums.
From left to right:
L'Oreal Paris Revitalift Filler Hyaluronic Acid
Pure hyaluronic acid. Fills wrinkles and restores volume. Skin is intensely replumped, with moisture
in just 7 days. A skincare gold standard ingredient. Helps skin replump and smoothen.
La Roche-Posay Hyalu B5 Anti-Wrinkle Care
An anti-aging cream which combines the healing properties of Vitamin B5 and the hydration and lifting
from hyaluronic acid. Suitable for sensitive skins and all skin types, this fluid cream is easily absorbed and
can boost the other anti-aging treatments. due to the content in La Roche-Posay thermal water,
it nourishes the skin and deeply repairs. The skin instantly becomes hydrated and the wrinkles are visibly
corrected from the first day.

t the first sound of the word "acid", your mind automatically goes to something
harmful, toxic, bad in any case, for the body, let alone for your skin, but every honest skincare
addict knows first-hand , that acids are one of the biggest trends in the beauty world.
This is because now, more and more women are looking for, choosing and finally buying their
beauty products, giving great importance to the ingredients listed on their labels.
Acids, depending on their type, can meet more than one skin’s , giving effective solutions.
Which acids are considered important in the care of every woman's skin?
There are three-essential acids you should look for in the ingredients of your beauty products since
they offer many benefits to your skin.
What is it, what does each one offer and what skin needs do they cover?

Ascorbic Acid is none other than Vitamin C, known for its antioxidant anti-aging and whitening
properties. It plays an important role in the production of collagen, in the prevention and repair of
ultraviolet damage to the skin and in the healing of wounds. With aging and exposure to oxidative
attacks due to pollution and smoking, more antioxidant protection is required and therefore its
action is valuable in anti-aging. Finally, it has a whitening effect by blocking the enzyme tyrosinase,
which is involved in the synthesis of melanin. In short, Vitamin C, in addition to being an essential
nutrient, reduces wrinkles, fights discoloration and uneven tone, improving the quality and texture
of the skin. At the same time, thanks to its antioxidant action, it neutralizes free radicals
(premature aging), protects against external environmental attacks such as UV rays, reduces any
inflammation, repairs any damage, contributes to collagen synthesis, strengthens cell renewal and
regenerates cells, the lost radiance on the skin.
In brief, you need it if: You are concerned about fine lines, wrinkles, freckles, dull appearance and
discoloration (dark spots) of your skin - so you want to improve the texture and tone of your skin
even locally - or you just want a stronger anti-aging but and sun protection, without this meaning
that it replaces the sunscreen.
How do you use it? You can choose products enriched with Vitamin C such as serums, moisturizing
face creams that enhance radiance and whitening creams.
What you need to know in any case is that Vitamin C is sensitive when it comes in contact with
light, air, high temperatures, humidity, water, so it oxidizes very easily, which is why most products
with Vitamin C, have opaque and airtight packaging. It can be used regardless of age, while on the
most sensitive skin can be responsible for any irritation.
From left to right:
Skinceuticals C E Ferulic Serum
Preventive and antioxidant triple serum (vitamin C, vitamin E, Ferulic Acid) to strengthen and protect the
skin against environmental particles and stimulate collagen production. It also protects to free radicals,
reducing premature skin aging, wrinkles and enhancing skin firmness. The skin turns hydrated with lipid
levels recovered, making this serum adapted for dry skin or cold weathers. It is suitable for skin concerns
such as aging, hyperpigmentation and dehydration. Use on normal, dry and sensitive skin.
Clinique Fresh Pressed 7 Day Kit
Recapture younger-looking skin with the de-aging power of fresh, potent Vitamin C. Refresh and renew
with this 7-day de-aging system containing: 7 single-use packettes of Renewing Powder Cleanser with Pure
Vitamin C, One 7-day vial of Daily Booster with Pure Vitamin C 10%.

t the first sound of the word "acid", your mind automatically goes to something
harmful, toxic, bad in any case, for the body, let alone for your skin, but every honest skincare
addict knows first-hand , that acids are one of the biggest trends in the beauty world.
This is because now, more and more women are looking for, choosing and finally buying their
beauty products, giving great importance to the ingredients listed on their labels.
Acids, depending on their type, can meet more than one skin’s , giving effective solutions.
Which acids are considered important in the care of every woman's skin?
There are three-essential acids you should look for in the ingredients of your beauty products since
they offer many benefits to your skin.
What is it, what does each one offer and what skin needs do they cover?

It is a producer of Vitamin A and is the most powerful anti-aging substance. Its action lies in the
fact that it activates and accelerates the life cycle of cells and has many applications in dermatology
and cosmetology. In dermatology it is used in acne, anti-aging and has exfoliating and anti-cancer
properties. Due to the local irritation that it often causes, a derivative of its milder action, retinol, is
often used. Its basic property? The regeneration of cells. Helps smooth wrinkles and fine lines,
improves the appearance of the skin, stimulates the production of collagen, fibroblasts and elastin,
resulting in super anti-aging properties.
It is also characterized by sebum-regulating and antioxidant actions removing free radicals from
the skin and often causes a slight natural exfoliation which helps the skin to eliminate its necrotic
material, which leads to the natural regeneration of the skin. It offers a youthful glow to the skin as
melanin is regenerated, which helps prevent discoloration. Thus, it improves the texture of the skin
and restores the uniform, color tone. However, it can - especially in high concentrations - cause
annoying irritations and dry skin.
In brief, you need it if: You want to smooth the surface wrinkles, soften the discolorations, tighten
the stretched pores, offering a brighter and younger look to the skin. Of course, it is necessary to
use a product with a sun protection index per day, especially during periods of application of
products containing retinol.
How do you use it? It is suitable for daily use (mainly in the evening routine) because it strengthens
the remedial mechanisms, but this - as we have told you before - does not make it ideal for all skin
types. Like all creams and beauty products in general, they want the corresponding evaluation
before use because the reaction of the skin depends on both the type of skin and its resistance to
keratolytic substances.
From left to right:
Sunday Riley A+ High Dose Retinoid Serum
Combining 5% retinoid ester blend, 1% liposomal-encapsulated retinol blend, and 0.5% blue-green algae
with natural, retinoid-alternative activity, this serum fights the signs of aging and improves the look of
congested and UV damaged skin. Encapsulated CoQ10 helps to improve the appearance of aging or
damaged skin, while rare, Hawaiian white honey, bisabolol, cactus extract, and ginger balance and soothe
the skin for the appearance of a calmer, even-toned complexion.
PIXI Retinol Eye Cream
Formulated to improve elasticity, smooth & protect the delicate skin around the eye area.
Super nourishing, this cream restores, renews, and helps minimize the look of fine lines.

M

any people look for perfection in their relationships…

However, this is an unrealistic stance. In addition, it suggests they lack the emotional resources,
to deal with any differences, challenges, and conflicts that might occur in the relationship.
Seeking perfection in relationships is something that many people could be accused of.
Looking for perfection causes a great deal of frustration at an emotional level. It’s obvious why.
Ideal is just that, an ideal, not realistic. It can only be achieved in the world of dreams, not in real life.
Trying to achieve perfection in a relationship or in any other area of your life means turning a blind eye to
humanity. Because being human is a contradiction. It’s difficult. It’s a struggle.
Furthermore, you aren’t programmed to act like a machine. In fact, not even machines are perfect.
Unfortunately, there’s a phase in romantic love when you idealize your partner.
At one extreme, there are those who crave perfection in their relationship. At the other end of the spectrum,
there are those who think that love is a ridiculous invention and behave accordingly.

“If you look for perfection, you’ll never be content.”
-Leo Tolstoy• The Illusion!
Desiring perfection stems from an anxiousness that you won’t admit. It’s the anxiousness that comes
from wanting to control things. It also arises when you can’t make others fit in with your own agenda or
when you think your partner’s difficult or useless. You have these feelings of perfectionism because you
don’t tolerate any unpredictability or contradictory behavior. However, the complicated thing is that, as
humans, we’re all unpredictable and contradictory. In fact, we’re never really perfectly balanced and we
don’t always behave consistently. It may seem that the idea of perfection in a relationship has given rise
to a particular fantasy, that of the ideal partner. It actually sounds foolish that this kind of idea even
exists, but it does. Moreover, in the not-too distant future, you may be able to “order” your dream
partner online.

• Eternal children
If you’re seeking perfection in relationships, you’re probably extremely egocentric and very fragile when it
comes to managing any kind of conflict. In fact, you’re like a big child who just wants everything to go your way.
That’s why you call anything that matches what you want “perfect” and you label anything that doesn’t
“imperfect”. Due to their immaturity, children fail to fully understand that there’s a whole world out there
beyond themselves. Indeed, a child doesn’t realize that otherness even exists in the form of “another person”
or “someone different” who’s just as worthy as they are. In fact, Jean Piaget, who conducted studies on moral
development, says that a child only understands this concept when they’re intellectually and emotionally
mature. Realizing that you aren’t perfect and that others don’t have to be either means giving up on that
perfect idea of a fairy tale ending. However, nobody ever lives happily ever after.
This is very healthy. You only evolve and grow when you experience hardship.

• Seeking perfection in relationships causes frustration
Finding perfection in a relationship means finding someone who never argued. In fact, basically, they’d just
bring you happiness. There’s a sad story that describes this kind of situation very well.
“A man went on a long journey in search of the perfect partner. After a few years, he returned alone.
His friends asked him what had happened. The man replied that he had found an almost perfect woman
in a distant country. She was beautiful and spiritual, but she was a bit naive, so he dumped her.
In another place, he found a spiritual woman. She was also very down to earth, but she wasn’t beautiful,
so he dumped her. Finally, he came across a woman who had everything he wanted and seemed to be
absolutely perfect. ‘So why didn’t you marry her?’ his friends asked.
‘She was obsessed with finding the perfect partner as well,’ he replied.”
Believing in ideals only leads to frustration. The love between two partners, like any other form of love,
can be wonderful. However, this is only the case when you love each other despite all your imperfections.

H

ave you ever known someone who made you feel inferior?

Maybe even like a total weakling, and all the while, you saw that person as the most that
anyone could ever hope to be in life? Surely you have.
The most curious thing about all that is, behind their attitude of security and greatness
tends to hide an insecure person. It is rather common for insecure people to hide their
worries and fears behind an attitude of feigned security, which tends to involve making
others feel inferior.
This is not a lack of humility, but rather what Alfred Adler called an Inferiority Complex.
It is not by chance that we often find an insecure person behind the mask of
an inferiority complex. According to Adler, people who feel inferior try to compensate for
that feeling through what he calls a fight for superiority.
The only way that these people can face the uncertainty of their abilities and feel good
about themselves is to make others unhappy.
For Adler, this fight for superiority lies at the heart of their neurosis.

o Insecurity and narcissism
It is believed that this fight for superiority is a characteristic of narcissistic personality
disorder. This involves a deviation from the normal development of one’s personality,
translating into a person who is constantly seeking to raise their self-esteem.
In narcissism, we can find two kinds of patterns: the grandiose and the vulnerable.
The grandiose narcissist is characterized by their extroversion, their domination,
and their search for attention. The vulnerable narcissist, on the other hand, is very
sensitive to criticism or frustration, to the point that criticism can end up obsessing their
mind. Furthermore, their social relationships deteriorate due to their pretentiousness
and constant need for admiration.
In either of these two cases, when you are dealing with someone who is making you feel
inferior, it is very likely that narcissism and a lack of self-esteem are the true culprits.
In fact, although narcissism does not always rise to pathological levels, it is very common.

o Self-esteem and narcissism
Some researchers believe that narcissism can be better characterized using the concepts
of open narcissism and veiled narcissism, instead of grandiose and vulnerable narcissism.
Treatment would vary based on the type that the person is presenting.
Psychologist James Brookes from the University of Derby (United Kingdom), decided to
look into how people with a strong narcissistic tendency saw themselves in terms of selfesteem, their own efficiency, and trust in their ability to be successful. Using a sample of
university students, Brookes analyzed the relationship between open and veiled
narcissism, self-esteem and one’s efficiency.

o Narcissistic traits that give away an insecure person
The study provides some signs that help define a narcissistic personality and how we can
interpret the actions of narcissists as evidence of their insecurities.
1. Insecure people try to make you feel insecure
Do you often question your own worth when you are with a certain person?
Is that person always talking about their own strengths?
If you are a person who generally doesn’t feel insecure, but who starts to have doubts or
feel inferior when you are near certain people, it is likely that those people are projecting
their insecurities onto you.
2. Insecure people need to show off their achievements
It is not always necessary for an insecure person to reinforce himself through behavior
that will push another person to feel insecure. Many times, it is enough for insecure
people to boast about their great lifestyle, their amazing education, or how fantastic
their family is. This is their way of convincing themselves that they really have value.
3. Insecure people talk about their own humility too frequently
Presuming that you are humble is a veiled way of pointing yourself out, of making others
feel inferior, and making yourself better than others. Gloating about humility gives
insecure people away.
4. Insecure people tend to complain about things that are not good enough
People with a major inferiority complex do not feel like they have enough to be happy.
Given that they feel insecure in the present, they focus on very high goals.
They are obsessed with prestige gaining notoriety in the eyes of others. In this way,
they show their superiority through supposedly superior goals, which will end up
reinforcing their insecurity when they do not achieve them.

Being able to detect insecurity in the people around you can help you eliminate all those
doubts about your own image and your own skills.
In this way, you will be able to remedy those doubts that insecure people encourage
in you so that they can feel better about themselves.
Not giving into those doubts can help you cultivate feelings of fulfilment, both in yourself
and in the insecure people you have around you. The inferiority complex of these people
will not improve while you are feeling inferior, but rather, it is just a passing fix.
However, it can cause you a deep wound that is hard to heal.
Don’t let others walk all over you.
It is enough for you not to take what these people tell you seriously.
Do not take on a defence position of self-criticism. Instead of this, show compassion
for these people who have enough issues already!!!

E

x p e c t a t i o n s as a problem, inspired Charles Dickens novel, "Great Expectations”.

The main character, Pip, inherits money from a secret benefactor.
He views this fortune as a stepping stone to marrying the girl of his dreams.
When he ultimately learned that the money was not necessarily part of that larger plan,
he realized that he had taken for granted so many important relationships and gifts in his life.
His expectations had robbed him of fully appreciating his reality.
Research backs up this idea that
“we may not fully appreciate what we have
when we are expecting more or comparing what we have to what we could have”.
One study found that participants who were exposed to a subliminal reminder of wealth spent less
time savouring a chocolate bar and exhibited less enjoyment of the experience that other subjects
who weren't reminded of wealth. This is an interesting study that can remind us all to try to savor
our chocolate (and lives) more, and perhaps to try not to remind ourselves of what we don't have.
This study can also remind us, however, of how easy it is to let our thoughts colour our enjoyment
of what we actually have.
How many times have we focused so much on something we wanted that we didn't truly savour
what we had? How often might our expectations for great things make us feel like what we have
isn't really that great (when there are many people who have less)?
• Expectations vs. Reality
Finally, our expectations can get the better of us when we expect more than what is realistic in
a given situation. We might expect our partners to live up to what we see in romance moviess,
our jobs to be idealized versions we had as children, or even our lives to match up to what we see
on Instagram.
‖ Our expectations can create significant stress when they don't match up to reality.
Also consider how social media can greatly contribute to this: we compare our own worst moments
(those not deemed to be shareable online) to others' best moments, which very often are filtered
to seem perfect. We may not even realize this mismatched comparison.
‖ Our expectations for our lives may be unrealistic and skewed based on what we think others
have. Our perspective of what others have is limited; they do not have the lives we perceive.
This may be part of why those who spend more time on social media tend to be less happy.
• Building Awareness
It's important to take a deeper look into how your expectations stack up to reality
(and how your mood is affected because of this).
Here are some healthy ways to start.
- When you go into a new situation, ask yourself what you expect to happen.
- Ask yourself if your expectations should be this way. Where did these expectations come
from and are they realistic?
- When you feel disappointed, try to think about whether it was realistic to expect what you
were hoping for. (If so, make a plan for getting what you want next time. If not, think about
managing your expectations and how to do this.)
Managing Expectations

• Managing Expectations
If you'd like to get out of the Expectations Vs. Reality Trap, it all comes down to awareness.
Becoming aware of what you are expecting is a great start. Becoming aware of what you "should"
be expecting is also a wise idea.
When you find that what is happening is not what you expected,
actively look for the positives in what you have.
You may find that once you get over the disappointment, you have something you didn't initially
realize you wanted. This helps you to be more appreciative of what you have.
When you see others' posts on social media and decide that you want what you see,
remind yourself that this may not be reality. It's great to know what direction you want things to go
in, but don't forget that what you see isn't necessarily what others are actually living.
You may be overestimating how happy you would be once you have what you think you want.
For instance, if you work a job you hate to save enough to buy an expensive car or nice clothes,
cosmetics etc, you may find that your happiness is not very long-lasting.
Truly savor what you have.
It's okay to want more, but you can enjoy life much more if you appreciate what you already have.
Savoring what you have is a great way to expand the joy you experience in life.
Don't beat yourself up for feeling disappointment.
However, try comparing yourself to others who have less, not more. Or better yet, try not to
compare yourself to others in general. The only person you should be competing with is you.
An Advice:

Ultimately, striving for more material things, can lead you to work your hardest, to do your best.
It can also rob you of joy, especially when you expect things to come more easily than they do,
or in a different way. At the same time while working and thinking of how to achieve all these
things, more likely, you will “disconnect” and even worse “get disconnected”, from people who are
close and important for you, as your focus is on your “expectations”. That is a disaster!
Becoming more aware of your expectations and how they change your feelings toward your own
reality, can free you from disappointment and stress, that comes from unrealistic expectations!

“Don't expect God to be at your rescue
if your invitation is for the devil”
-P.S. Jagadeesh Kumar-

What is an Affair?
It is a sexual encounter, romantic comrade, or obsessive attachment between two people without
a significant other’s knowledge.
It can come in many forms but all of them have the underlying issue of a betrayal of trust,
unfaithfulness to a commitment, and infidelity of the relationship. Sometimes it destroys the initial
relationship and other times the relationship can survive.
The type of affair is important as it identifies what area a person needs to address in their own life
to prevent it from happening again in the future.

Here are the 13 types according to phycologists:
1. One-night stand affair: This affair begins as a product of convenience. Two people are sexually
interested in each other with the means, opportunity, and desire to have an affair.
It can happen while away on a business trip with the thought that, ‘what happens in Vegas,
stays in Vegas’. It is a one-time encounter between two people who are not likely to meet again.
2. In-charge affair: One or both parties in this type of affair view sex as an opportunity to exert
power or control over another person or situation. It is often seen in a work environment where
a supervisor is having sex with a subordinate. Either or both are engaged in the affair to gain
the upper hand on the other person and exert dominance.
3. Fictional affair: Not all affairs happen in the physical sense, some are in the mind and purely
fantasy. A person can imagine having sex with another person and feel some sort of connection
that is solely fictional. This is often done when a person is looking at pornography, a public
figure, movie star, or someone outside of their real reach.
4. Escape affair: Some people believe that they only way out of a relationship or marriage is to
have an affair with another person. This type of affair is their escape hatch.
Instead of confronting the relational problems head-on, this passive-aggressive affair is their
way of getting out easily.
5. Emotional affair: Rather than having an intimate, emotional connection with their
spouse/partner, this person chooses to have an emotional affair with someone outside of the
relationship. They share their thoughts, feelings, daily activities, and dreams with the other
person in exchange for support, love, concern, and empathy. This is not necessarily a physical
affair but can lead to one easily.
6. Superglue affair: Some affairs result in a deep connection that binds two people together in
mind and body. This is a hard affair to stop and usually destroys marriages. Those in this affair
say that they were ‘made for each other’ and ‘should have been together’.
Even when they try to give the affair up, they often return to each other.
7. Compulsive affair: This type of affair is more about meeting the addictive needs of a person
rather than about the other people involved. The constant need for sex drives thoughts,
feelings, and behaviors to seek out nearly any and every opportunity. This is often linked to
sexual addiction and is done to fulfil the addictive need.

8. Revenge affair: This is another type of passive-aggressive affair where a person is so upset by
the infidelity of their spouse/partner that they seek out and have an affair as revenge. It is a
‘you hurt me, so I’m going to hurt you’ affair. The greater the hurt, the more this person will act
out an even larger betrayal such as having sex with a close friend or co-worker.
9. Naïve affair: Some people naively enter an affair believing that the other person will leave their
spouse/partner in exchange for them. This rarely happens. Most of the time the person having
the affair will remain with their spouse/partner and string the other person along for as long as
they can.
10. Opportune affair: This affair occurs out of a series of opportune moments such as having an
affair with a family member of the spouse/partner or friend. Because the other person is
around so much and is trusted by the spouse/partner, there is a more informal, relaxed
environment that can lend itself to infidelity. Added to that is the excitement of having the
affair and keeping it secret from someone who is so close.
11. Lustful affair: This type of affair is all about sex. It is done out of intense emotion such as desire,
rage, or infatuation. There is no attachment, however, it may happen more than one time,
or with different partners. It feels like an uncontrollable urge to ‘have it right now’ that is not
satisfied any other way other than sex.
12. Pursuing affair: For some people, an affair is all about the chase or tease. They want to know
that they are desired by others, so they seek out opportunities to go after someone else.
While it doesn’t always end up in a physical affair, the thoughts and emotions to take it there
make it a pursuing affair as they imagine the possibilities.
13. Thrilling affair: For some people, the answer to their boring relational life is to add some
excitement. This can come in the form of a thrilling affair done to satisfy the need for
stimulation or adventure. The tension that results from this affair adds drama and uproar to
what is a dull relationship.

“Recovering from an affair is hard work but worth it in the end.
Whether or not the initial relationship survives,
it is important to deal with the underlying issues that led to the affair,
so the pattern is not repeated in other relationships going forward”.

Author:
Christine Hammond MS, LMHC Christine Hammond is a Mental Health Counselor in Florida (USA)
She is the author of the award-winning book "The Exhausted Woman's Handbook".

White knight

syndrome, characterizes many people who grew up neglected!

Their need to save others is almost compulsive, although they don't always do it in the most
efficient way. A person with White Knight Syndrome has a compulsive need to save and help
people and try to solve their problems.
There’s a history of abandonment, trauma, and unrequited affections behind their behaviour.
Hence, they have a high ability to empathize and will try to help others, even though their efforts
may not always be appropriate.
During childhood the "White Knight" felt powerless to protect his loved ones. That's why as an
adult he often looks for suffering partners so that he can help them and thus make up for what he
couldn't do as a child.
This syndrome can at first make someone look heroic to their fragile partner. It usually hides pain
behind him and can push the sufferer to sacrifice his needs in order to help others.
It stems first from one's need to show that one is selfless and doctrinal. It can even lead the
"knight" to take control of the life of his partner and his family because he believes he knows what
is best for the other.
These “childhood injuries” can cause someone to become hypersensitive, precisely because they
have learned to accept pain. The pattern of finding partners in need of care, can exacerbate the
person’s pain, and make the “knight” feel, having to save the other, ending up getting hurt.

At times, of course, you may appreciate someone’s sincere and dedicated altruism. However, what
you may not see, is the background behind their dynamic, their needs. White Knight syndrome
defines a part of the population. These people are often invisible. Thus, their behavioral profile
consists of hidden wounds that few people notice, things they haven’t yet effectively resolved.

‖ Characteristics
• These people are scared of experiencing emotional distance and being hurt, betrayed,
and abandoned once again.

• They’re highly vulnerable people, with a low tendency to frustration. In fact, they’re often
offended and disappointed by the most insignificant things.
• These people have low self-esteem and are highly insecure.
• They lack empathy. In other words, they don’t separate the emotional reality of others from
their own, hence their abundant emotional contagions. These people don’t know how to set
boundaries. Not only that but they identify with those who suffer, are worried, or scared to such
an extent that they often further intensify everyone’s suffering.
• They are prone to falling into highly dependent affectionate relationships. They long to be
everything to the other person, seeking to be that essential support, that daily nutrient, and
that other indispensable half. This leads to unhappiness and takes a high emotional toll on both.

‖ The Types
White Knight syndrome manifests in many ways.
It’s a part of a behavioral spectrum, ranging from normal characteristics to pathological extremes.
• The Highly Empathetic White Knight. They establish an excessive emotional connection with
their partner. Here, empathy often becomes a source of extreme fear. Hence, the jealousy and
the desire for control, the anguish at the idea of being betrayed.
• The Idealistic White Knight: Seeks partners to rescue and fix. They long to create a perfect
someone. Being responsible for that improvement, in turn, enables them to be filled with glory.
• The Scared White Knight: This is the most troublesome of all the types of White Knights.
A person locked behind severe trauma (abuse, mistreatment). They have a need to help others,
however, they don’t know how to help, approach others, and offer affection.
• The Co-balanced White Knight: A focused and respectful savior who meets the needs of their
environment. They offer support, respect others, and always strive to do their best.
However, their behavior is compulsive.

‖ Save Yourself!
Being a “Balanced White Knight” doesn’t exempt you from the real problem.
This is because you’ll continue to kill dragons while holding a sword and wearing a helmet to fight
battles that aren’t yours to fight. Helping people in need is indeed noble. It’s good to lending
a helping hand to the people you love. However, no one deserves to live their life as a mere savior.
You can only resolve White Knight Syndrome in one way:
By saving yourself. You must undertake the most difficult journey of all. One in which you take
a trip to your internal universe and confront your own demons in order to understand
and overcome them and enlighten yourself.
The bravest deed a White Knight can do is save themselves!

“Tears come from the heart and not from the brain.”
-Leonardo da Vinci-

The White Knight Syndrome was first described in 2015 by the University of California, Berkeley
psychologists and professors Mary C. Lamia and Marilyn J. Krieger.
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o love relationships grow or disappear during the lockdown?

Weddings get postponed, proposals are fewer, so are the chances to meet the new partner!
Existing relationships being tested as spouses find out what it really means to be married
on a 24-hour basis and the ones in love have difficulty, or are unable to meet.
In the general “pause” that the planet has pressed, it seems that love is paused too.
Or maybe not?
Probably like a cauldron, boiling with a closed lid, love could be compared to the coronavirus era.
With the good and the bad meaning of the phrase.
What exactly is going on?
Some people claim that love blooms under pressure?
In the midst of a pandemic and lockdowns and social distancing? Is this true?
Yes, it is true, but with a clarification: It is the NEW loves that bloom under pressure.
We expect these loves to flourish, that is, to "ignite", due to the pressure. Of course, their
prognosis is just as dubious for the next few years, as all loves that end their maturation period.
If you want a timeline for what is defined as a "new" love, I will mention that it is the love that
emerged as a love affair in the last six months, or the relationship between those who have lived
together for the last yearor two or the secret-romantic relationship with restrictions.
Often these new loves are also "desperate" loves and this gives them a very romantic, tender note
that helps them to flourish (that is, to manifest) dramatized and intense, more than others.
Some argue that "Staying Home" is expected to increase sexual encounters, which can lead to
a baby boom in about a year. As is the case in times of war. Naturally, sexual encounters are
expected to increase, mainly due to more time available and secondarily as a reaction to stress.
But again, this applies more to the new loves, as mentioned above.
In contrast, in couples who have been together for years, stress can further degrade their already
limited sex life. We must say, however, that everything we live with the coronavirus, although very
intense, is a very short period to be able to draw such general conclusions.
Let me remind you that baby-booms happen after the war and not during it.
It comes as a reaction to relieve the mental anguish of war, but beware, it is also an unconscious
attempt, to make up for society's losses.
In the other hand, the crisis in the already problematic relations are intensifying. We notice more
and more of our friends or colleagues and we hear more frequently that couples get divorced.
The pandemic’s direct and side effects, bring great troubles to troubled relationships causing great
upheaval in marriages and cohabitations, which will start to manifest in the coming months.
As the crisis increases the need for social distancing, so does the length of time the couple is forced
to stay together. So, it also increases the daily friction in the troubled couple (the couple that
already had problems in their relationship), which increases the likelihood of conflicts.

The quarantine forced some married people with children to understand what it means to be
married with children. We are talking about a generation where contact with the family at home
is measured in limited hours a day. Our society has an increasing number of married people who
live outside the home and behave like single people.

Lockdown by definition imposes more hours at home and this is a disorder of a behaviour,
that worked as a solution to compensate, reduce the time together and destruct them from the
pressures of a bad marriage or a bad cohabitation.
So, more and more married people will find (or already have) that they do not like their marriage at
all and the relevant decisions in a short time will begin to manifest, either with increasing
extramarital affairs or with divorces.
Definitely lockdown imposes more hours at home and this is a disturbance of a behavior that
worked to compensate for the pressures of a bad marriage or a bad cohabitation.
At the same time travel bans and/or curfew, as well as limited public gatherings, makes it difficult
for people to meet and enter in an extramarital affair. Will such affairs “die”?
Of course not.

The mental need that creates them and that serves them does not go away so easily. We will see
that the "desperate loves" will ignite, since those who already have extramarital affairs, will find
that they, due to the reduced time invested in them (due to the lockdown limitations),
will acquire an even more romantic and lustful complexion that makes them more attractive.
So let's expect that "desperate love-affairs" will erupt.
Teenagers… also have the right to love.
A generation already trapped in digital communication, is now even more limited.
"Summer night dream" love for this generation? In general, teens are more social than adults,
so social distancing actually limits them even more. But what you may not know is that they have
a greater capacity for compensatory behaviors. They have a particularly increased ability to keep
in touch, using internet platforms for example, as well as to find new ways of communicating.
We will see (we already see) that they quickly find ways to respond, as well as find ways to be
happy, more easily than we do. Now, especially for the younger generation, love is never
a "summer night dream". It is a reality and it happens to them.
In fact, today's teenagers can enter into a happy state much easier than today's adults,
at a relatively young productive age (25 to 40 years old), who have already suffered all the
emotional turmoil of financial crisis’.
I believe that this age group, people between 25 to 40, will be particularly affected by the
pandemic’s lockdown requirements.
Maybe they are the ones who need the “pill of love” more than the others.

““We’re born alone, we live alone, we die alone.
Only through our love and friendship can we create the illusion
for the moment that we’re not alone.”
- Orson Welles -

Lets just…

Stay
Friends!

How difficult is it sometimes to decode a man's secret language?
Does he truly want us or does he just want have some fun-time? Will he talk about it?
Someone may enter our mind and we get stuck without being able to get rid of his thought.
No matter how much experience we have in flirting, it is not enough to solve the riddle, if he also
sees us erotically. Whether we are 15 or 35, our judgment in these cases, does not help us because
we tend to maintain the hope that something good can happen.
So what are the signs that show that he is not interested in anything more than our friendship
during the first critical period of our acquaintance?
• You always have to take the first step
You went to the cinema, for coffee, to the new restaurant etc...
However, it was you who suggested it all, and he just follows. If he has never taken the initiative to
organize the next outing, he is probably trying to pass a “cutter-message”, of any future plans.
He has a good time but stays around as a friend. Of course, not everything is about sex or marriage!
Tip: Pause the invitations for a while and wait. If he does not return with enthusiasm because he
missed you, an expiration date should probably come into your thoughts immediately.
• He promotes his friends
Every time you meet, you are ready to make the best impression: perfume, appearance, readiness
for discussion, gestures, looks, self-confidence. Everything is perfect from your side, but he only
talks about his friends. If all we feel is that his friends are more important and he doesn’t dedicate
time for personal conversations related to the two of you, then something is wrong with the script
you are writing with the same protagonist.
Tip: Ask him to describe the kind of man he thinks would be ideal for you. If he describes
the opposite of himself, then the answers have been given.
• You always end up going out with the whole group of friends
While you expect to be alone with him, he takes you to meet a group of old classmates, close
friends and acquaintances. Is he trying to get a specific message across?
Tip: Invite him to an activity that involves only two. If he politely refuses and suggests spending
time with a group, you have already solved another equation with a negative sign.
• We never go out to dinner (or night-out)
Going out at night involves flirting. Many men admit that they separate their female friends,
by going out for coffee or lunch, from their sexual partners with whom they always arrange
something for dinner and more...
Tip: If the time intervals of the outings, do not lead to safe conclusions, ask for a clear explanation.
Even a negative answer is clearer than ignorance.
• The relationship is based only on sms
If he is just sending you messages but shows no intention to meet with you, it can drive you crazy!
Tip: Is he so busy? Not good at communication? Tell him that you would like to meet each other.
If he does not find the time to respond, you have already understood his intentions.
• He always talks about other women
Either by confessing some of his secret thoughts about his ex-girlfriends or he constantly talk about
all the women he likes? That’s a double blade! Is he in the mood to bond with us through revealing
such discussions or is he just dreaming of the next ones that will enrich his agenda?
Tip: If you hear details about “meetings” that took place at the same time as your outings, then he
certainly does not see you more erotically than his… napkin.

• Choice of public venues
If he chooses to just go out with us and avoid private time at his private space, he wants to say
something, in an elegant manner.
Tip: Invite him for a night in your place and download his favorite TV series at home. Promise to
order his favorite “fast-food"… If he politely avoids the invitation, you know his intentions.
• Maintains physical distance
Physical contact is not difficult to achieve in everyday encounters. We sit next to each other,
we lean slightly, pause…
Tip: If he discreetly changes position and moves away, he sends his own defence message.
The one who does not seem to seek your touch or necessarily sit next to us, will probably not be
your future partner nor, of course, he is suffering from shyness.
• He introduces us as his friend
It is the infallible way to discern his intentions by observing not only how he introduces you to his
friends but also the special tone of his voice when he emphasizes the word, as well as, how the
others react. If he uses your name, instead of just "a friend of mine" and especially if his friends
have already heard about you, then chances are with you…
Tip: If he emphasizes to other females, that you are just a friend of his, most likely that he is quite
honest and seeks nothing more than to fill his gaps and to increase his friends on social media.
• Playful gazes
The rule is that two people who want to become one, should not turn their attention elsewhere.
Romantic, old-fashioned… this is it!
But when one of them is a multi-tasker and manages to scan the rest of the female population that
passes in front of him, then we have in front of us a man who is out there, he continues to look for
his match and you do not cling to his dreams…
Tip: The smart girl knows the rules of relationships and the codes of rejection.
If someone wants to look at other women, he can only look at your back, as you walk away…

Remember:
Not everything is about sex or marriage!

it is a fact! We have less sex than in the past...

Almost everyone. Men and women. Young or mature. Married or single.
There are several studies that confirm this and even more experts, who study this phenomenon.
The truth, of course, is that we have spent many years talking and analysing over the past decades
about sex problems and sexual disorders.
Difficulty getting an erection, premature ejaculation, inability to reach orgasm, decreased sexual
drive, were just some of them.
But do you know something?

There are solutions to all this and ultimately they are not the real reasons for the reduction in the
frequency of sex that is now recorded as a phenomenon on the planet.
Scientists have already come up with some specific causes, which you would definitely like to know.
Do not forget, after all, that so many other studies in recent years confirm that sex is an indicator
of well-being and is associated with significant benefits to our health.
So why we do not enjoy it more? How much less is there than in the past, one would ask. Correct?
Definitely not worryingly less. But so much less, that should start to worry us.
One of the studies that confirms this, is the General Social Survey conducted by the
National Opinion Research Council by the University of Chicago.
What were the findings?
That compared to previous decades there is a decrease in the frequency of sex. More specifically,
it was found that the percentage of those who had sex at least once a week from 45% in 2000,
dropped to 36% in 2016, and the trend continues to decline. Just last year, another US survey found
that 15.2% of men and 26.7% of women reported not having sex at all, compared to 8.7% for men
and 17% last year. , 5% for women.
What is wrong, however, is definitely worth analysing.
Fewer marriages
Jean Twenge, a psychology professor at San Diego State University, explains, it is statistically
confirmed that married couples are more likely to have sex. But younger men and women are now
late to get married. The equation is therefore simple. Fewer marriages, less sex.
However, she points out that there is a decrease in the frequency of sex in married couples and the
following reasons may explain why.
Stuck with technology
We know that the TV in the bedroom is enough to reduce the frequency of sex by 5%.
Now, however, different types of screens (laptop, tablet, mobile phones) have made their way into
the bedroom, as they are used before bed. A research conducted by the bedding company Saatva
confirmed, that about 40% of men and women use a Hi-tech device in bed, while 24% of them,
end up falling asleep, with it in their hands. Dr. Lori Brotto, a professor and sex therapist at the
University of British Columbia in Canada, explains that contact with bedroom technology has been
clearly shown to increase stress and reduce libido.

Social media
They may facilitate communication, but they reduce the opportunities for “live sex”.
As Sue Johnson, a Canadian psychotherapist, explains, being close is the greatest stimulant
of people's sexual mood. This is because it triggers all five senses.
Especially the sense of smell, which is a silent guide to choosing a sexual partner.
In short, fewer close contacts equate to fewer opportunities for sex.
Easily accessible porn
It is true that porn is more available than ever before, due to the internet and the sites
that promote it for free, which means that the percentage of those who view it is increasing.
According to Mark Regnerus, a sociology professor at the University of Texas and author
of “Cheap Sex: The Transformation of Men, Marriage, and Monogamy”, porn can reduce the urge
to have sex with a large number of men, who are also the mai users. This is especially true when
there is a sexual problem for which they have not sought treatment or there are other
psychological insecurities.
Excessive workload
Another reason that reduces the frequency of sex. The long working hours, as well as the
demanding careers. They absorb time and energy and force men and women to retire to their
bedroom with one and only goal: To sleep and to rest. Also, workload is a key factor in increasing
stress, which is known to easily affect libido.
The less distinct sexes
Research conducted by the University of Utah has found that the more traditional the roles
between the sexes are, with a clear emphasis on femininity for women and masculinity in men,
the more the sexual attraction increases and the more intense the sexual chemistry is.
At the same time, however, we know that we are going through an era of social equality, where the
roles of the two sexes are less diverse than ever. An era that the differences between the sexes
are less strongly indicated than in the past, which, as a result, according to experts, make couples
lose their erotic interest faster.
So… what does it matter if we have less sex?
It does matter. More and more research is confirming why it is good to have sex more often.
Regular sex reduces stress, improves mood and facilitates sleep. There is also evidence from studies
that confirm that it boosts the immune system, reduces pain in chronic diseases and the risk of
chronic prostate in men. There are other studies, that confirm that it makes us look younger and
increases longevity.
Why, then, be deprived of the benefits?
Even if none of the above bothers you very much, there is something you should not ignore.
Sex is an essential ingredient for a healthy and balanced, and why not exciting relationship.
Do not forget and do not underestimate this. Especially now that you know all the real reasons that
are responsible for less sex, then it is up to you to change them.

“We are all born sexual creatures,
but it's a pity so many people despise and crush this natural gift.”
-Marilyn Monroe-
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“EARTHY TONES!”

Some styles and colour combinations
in men's clothing remain timeless and always up to date.
Men's fashion goes through various phases.
However, some styles and colour combinations in men's clothing remain timeless and always up to date.
For example, in terms of colours, black and white is always flattering, elegant and suitable for any occasion.
Similarly, the same is true of earthly colours. The earthy tones in the clothes will make your every outfit
neutral and elegant while with the right combinations you can create very special sets.
Below you will find some nice ideas for menswear in earthy colours!

• Total earthy outfit in the same shade!
Instead of choosing a piece in earth tones for your outfit you can create a whole set
in the same shade. For example, beige, brown or khaki are nice choices as they are
discreet colours that bring out a calm and balance.
• Mix & Match earthy colours!
Of course, you can also mix different earth tones with each other as they tie very
harmoniously and fit perfectly, e.g. brown with beige, khaki with beige and green with
brown, are some of the options that will definitely give you beautiful results.
The set can be more than 2 earth colours, mixed with each other!
• Earthy Colours with cargo pants!
For a modern, military inspired look, choose a cargo pants in beige or khaki colour.
These pants are very fashionable lately and you will enjoy them as they are comfortable
and have many pockets to fit the essentials. On top you can wear a simple t-shirt,
or a sweatshirt and for shoes your sneakers. You will immediately have made a stylish
everyday ensemble!
• Khaki Tones!
One of the earthy colours that you should definitely try is khaki.
Whether pants, blouses or coats, the khaki colour looks very attractive and balanced.
It is a colour that you can wear comfortably in summer or winter for all kinds of outfits.
• Elegant combination of earthy colours with grey!
If you want to complete an earthy outfit by adding an extra colour then choose grey.
The neutral shade of grey blends nicely with the neutral shade of earth tones
and the mix of cool and warm shades is quite interesting. Of course, you can always add
extra details in white or black, for example on your belt or shoes!
• Bright colour or print with your earthy outfit!
Men who wear bright colours in their outfits usually 'download' the look with the rest
of the ensemble being in dark colours. This is the safe option. The truth is that a bright
colour will stand out better with the light tones of the other clothes and earthy is
a perfect choice to match with!
• Suit in earthy colours!
For more formal occasions, choose a suit in cypress, beige or greige colour that will
make the difference from the classic black tuxedo. With a white shirt and brown shoes
you will have an elegant look that is modern and special!
• Smart-casual men's clothing in nude shades
Finally, we have the smart casual men's clothing, in which, beige, brown, khaki,
anthracite, black can be perfectly integrated. A beige coat is one of the best choices
for winter, both for your formal clothes and for the most everyday!

“LOWER TEMPERATURES!”

During colder days we wear more clothes.
It is the ideal time to try new fashion trends and styles!

It is very nice to experiment with your clothes and thus discover new clothes that you like.
During colder days we wear more clothes due to lower temperatures. It is the ideal time to try new fashion
trends and styles. So upgrade your winter style to feel stylish and refreshed. In any case, you must remember
that the right clothes for you will give you even more confidence!
These are the pieces that that will make your winter more fashionable.
• Extra Very long coats!
Very long coats are in fashion. Brown, grey, black, bold colours, in coats, are one of the
must-have winter clothes. This year coats are almost up to the ankle. They look very
fashionable and you do not need to combine them with smart clothes underneath.
You can even combine such a coat with your jeans or jumpers and sneakers.
This combination will give you the ideal casual but chic street style.
• Turtle Necks!
Some men usually are not keen to them and exclude them without even trying them on.
In fact, a turtle neck - jumper or sweater - is the detail that will prove that you have
an opinion and style. It looks great under your winter jackets, coats and will make you
look a little more elegant and sophisticated.
• Leather clothes!
Leather clothes are elegant but at the same time they show you this badass look which
is very attractive. But when we talk about leather clothes we do not mean only the
classic leather jacket but also leather pants, leather coats, shirts and leather suits.
• Cardigans for unique style!
Perhaps an underrated men's clothing, are cardigans. Men's cardigans can match any
of your outfits, whether it is everyday, smart casual or professional. If you are not used
to wearing cardigans, you could start with two basic pieces, a knitted cardigan
and a thinner cardigan with buttons.
• Plaid patterns
One of the most elegant choices a man can make in his clothes is to choose to wear the
chequered pattern on the clothes. Especially on coats and matched with black
and white clothes or clothes in earthy tones looks great. It is one of the safe patterns
that you can wear without fear in any occasion and with any outfit underneath.

Make

cold

days…look

smarter!

“TRENDS:WINTER OVERCOATS!”

“Must Have” Pieces & 2021 Trends

Overcoats are without a doubt one of the most basic types of clothing, especially in the winter months.
However, not one coat that can suit all occasions. It is therefore necessary to have in the closet a few different ones, that will meet
the needs of the man in winter. If you want to have a complete wardrobe you can not only have coats “style items”,
but it is necessary to have a variety.

These are the most essential men’s overcoats for winter!

o

Classic coat

A classic men's coat is a must for cold winter days. It is worn comfortably at work but also in more formal occasions.
In addition, it is the appropriate overcoat to be worn over a suit. Instead of investing in something very modern that you do not
know how long it will be in fashion next year, it is better to choose a classic colour and length.
o Puffer overcoat (jacket – bomber etc.)
Its great for more casual looks, such as when you go for a walk, when you go to the gym or even at work if you do not have a strict
dress code. Choose one that it is not too “body fit” nor too oversize. This is because such a jacket already has enough volume so
you do not need ‘overload’ your look as it will not flatter you.
o Trench coat
It is great for the less cold days. So, it will suit you very well in autumn and the first days of spring. It is a very stylish piece that
will complete your look. In fact, if you invest in a good quality trench coat, there is no way you will not wear it for a lifetime.
o Montgomery
Montgomery looks like a coat but has a more relaxed style. It is distinguished for its characteristic buttons as well as for its hood.
If you want a Montgomery in a classic colour, then the best colour choice is camel or beige, that definitely matches several of your
clothes. It is the ideal choice for many cold days, as it is usually made from thick wool to keep you warm.
o Leather jacket
A leather jacket should not be missing from any men's wardrobe. You can match it with your jeans and sweaters for casual looks.
Leather jackets can also be found in a ‘blazer cut’ for a more formal look.
Leather jackets are a stylish alternative, that can be worn creating many different looks.

“TAILOR LOOK!”

The details that make “The Difference”
in a Tailored Look!!!

There are some small but extremely important details that exude elegance and style!
"Luxury lies in the details," was one of the most famous quotes, by Hubert de Givenchy, the legendary
French fashion designer, who founded Givenchy in 1952. A timeless phrase that reveals the great importance of
the small elements, that complete an outfit, especially if it is a formal one, such as a suit.
These little details, to look out for, in order to have, a truly elegant result, are your accessories and shoes,

The Tie!
Do not underestimate it, by carelessly tying it around the collar of the shirt. If you do not tighten the knot so it
does not look bulky, then you will not achieve a uniform and elegant result, regardless how fine is your suit.
Always remember: The tie should not be thinner, than the collar of the shirt! So pay attention on both details!!!

The Belt!
When choosing the right belt, which will not tight and at the same time not too long when fastened, you need to
be careful, about its size and fit. First, look at its length, as it reveals whether it is small or large.
Then, test the belt over the pants, you don't have to try it through the belt loops. To fit according to the size
of your waist, it must fasten comfortably in the third or fourth, hole of its end.

The Shoes!
In recent years, sneakers with suits, may be one of the hype trends, but bad luck, the "king" of the men's
wardrobe, requires the “king” of your shoes collection, to complete a stylish look “wedding”.
A pair of leather shoes, such as brogues, oxfords and derbies, is an ideal choice.
Choose them in black or better in dark brown, as Italian Style suggests, which matches all colors and all
occasions from casual to formal.

The Socks!
Three things to keep in mind:
First, the length of the sock, is as long as it covers the calf and does not reveal skin when you sit.
Second, the fabric should be thin and fine.
Third, the color! All good and fine, with “different” socks or “eccentric prints”, but with a suit the most elegant
choice, will always be a classic monochrome, pair of socks!

“BUSINESS CASUAL!”

There are rules and limits!

Dressing for work is becoming more and more casual and this is because business executives are now quite
young people. Also due to the pandemic the strict “business dress code” has been abandoned by many.
Of course, when someone is in a managerial position, he cannot dress completely casually.
Business casual clothing is the smart solution to be comfortable in a professional outfit.
Business casual attire is a style that’s not quite as formal as traditional office wear, but nevertheless still
designed to render a professional or business-like impression. That leaves plenty of room for interpretation.
Not helping is the inclusion of the word “casual”, which historically imparts visions of men wearing
Hawaiian t-shirts, shorts and sandals!
“… just go ahead and try wearing truly casual wardrobe to the office on a regular workday
and see how far it gets you…”.
In other words, business casual is still far more “business” than it is “casual”, and that requires attention!
When wearing business casual attire, you’re still expected to abide by the customary principles of style
and sophistication. However, where business professional dress once constituted oxford shirts and stuffy suit
jackets, it’s now morphed into a slightly more nuanced office styling. A preferably tailored blazer is always
a safe bet, as is a dress shirt. Ties are optional, but what you lack in neckwear you should make up for in
fashion sense. While some business casual-friendly offices permit a nice pair of jeans, make sure it’s a really
nice pair of jeans. Otherwise, stick with quality trousers like cotton chinos to have an ensemble that’s safe for
the work environment. In the shoe department, comfortable dress shoes like loafers, Oxfords, monk straps and
derbies are an easy way to abide. And don’t forget to make sure everything matches, also known as “duh”.
But is it easy to achieve such an outfit?
Business casual attire has only one difficulty and that is the balance between casual and professional.
Choose to wear it “comme il faut”!
Rules & Limitations
The golden rule for any outfit is to buy clothes exactly in your s i z e . If a garment is smaller or larger it just does
not make you stand out. So the secret is the size in pants, shirt and jacket. When you know exactly your size
you can buy the basics for a business casual outfit. For a different outfit every day at work, c h o o s e p a n t s ,
shirts and ties that match each other in colour.
The s m a r t c a s u a l j a c k e t s make your look professional. Depending on the season, there are three
types of jackets you should have. The classic navy is dark enough for a smart look but less formal than black.
When the weather is colder, the grey jacket is ideal and matches various fabrics that the rest of your clothes
will have. On the other hand, in the summer months a beige cotton jacket is very good to keep you warm,
and as a colour it is very summery and easy to combine.
The ideal shirt is the one that fits exactly your size. The standard colours for shirts are white, light blue and
light pink but there is no real limit to the colours. In winter you can wear darker shirts but in summer with
lighter colours you will not get too hot.
Pants can make your business attire more casual. Dark jeans are a good choice for business casual attire.
Of course, jeans should not have patterns, stripes, tears or be faded.
The shoes also an important part. Oxford shoes are a good choice for the office. On the days when the most
casual clothing is allowed, you can also wear, prefab white sneakers, that match a suit.
Extra tips for business casual attire:
Other clothes you can wear for this style are polo shirts, woollen blouses over the shirt, and classic pants.
Of course, you should never miss a classic men's watch that will upgrade your whole style.

SUITS: BRAKE & MATCH!”

The timeless “stylistic duets”
One of the advantages about owing different suits is, undeniably, its versatility.
The ability to mix and match separates, experiment with colours and textures, and dress any look up or down, depending on the
occasion is not just a blessing that blokes can enjoy, it’s also practical, and highly economical.
This mix & match is also known as “broken suit”.
A single suit is all it takes to create a multitude of looks, and all without leaving your wardrobe (provided you have a few basics to
We’ve will give you some basic guidelines, that can help you mix and match your suits and suit separates into an array of outfits,
so that you can rock a fresh look for each day of the week, without having to fork out for new threads.
Italians are passionate about everything, lifestyle above all.
What seems to be an unstudied wearing a suit jacket with different pants, in Italy is an art and has a name: “spezzato”.
In English we can talk about “broken suit” as the art of masterfully mixing mismatched suit and pants.
Versatile and extremely chic, the mixing and matching suit has become a part of contemporary culture.
The broken suit allows to combine colours and patterns with more freedom – compared to the rigor of business clothes:
pastel colours, brown shoes, loafers, shirts and so on depending on the season.
It’s crucial to learn how to combine all these elements and avoid unpleasant mixes.
Pairing suit separates colour combinations needs a lot of attention and some attempts.
Consistency is also essential: you can’t match a winter jacket with summer trousers and vice-versa.
Tone on tone is also possible, but very risky!
Even colour consistency is needed: bright colours go with bright colours and light colours with light colours.
Are you thinking how and when to mismatch mixing different suit separates?
Here are simple tips that will allow you to show off a refined elegance, without making mistakes.
Contrasts make all the difference! Do not hesitate, thinking that a broken suit is an art for eccentrics. Depending on the occasion
and mood, learn to manage colour contrasts.
Play with the shades of the same colour! Blue with light blue, black with grey, brown with beige will keep a balanced look.
If the situation permits, don’t be afraid of also matching a darker-colour blazer e.g. burgundy, green, dark blue, with any
lighter-colour trousers and dare with patterns and coloured pocket squares.
Fit & “spezzato”! If you decide to treat yourself to a spezzato, combine well-fitted blazers and trousers, possibly tailored.
A well-cut suit will allow you to play with colours and patterns, while maintaining the right amount of sophistication.
Nonchalance risk! The Italian term “spezzato” should not be confused with the term “sprezzatura”.
They are not synonymous, and they are different styles! One can say they are opposite as “Sprezzatura” is the ability of wearing
anything with absolute nonchalance and that’s definitely an essential attitude for those who decide to go beyond convention.
Do not reach the boundaries of “sleazy style”.
Keep ‘Bon ton’! Express yourself, but please observe the etiquette. There are situations that need a precise dress code and where
you need to adapt yourself. If this is the case, you had better make room for conventional elegance.
An important meeting? A job interview? A classic blue suit is the most appropriate choice.
Nail “Smart Casual” by mixing a blazer with trousers! When you need an outfit for the weekend that’s a cut above cargo shorts
and a daggy polo, reaching for your best suit should be the first port of call. Starting with the jacket, throw it over a pair of denim
jeans and a plain white t-shirt to see how the colours work.
Denim is great for casual looks as it goes with just about anything, no matter what the style. Starting with a blue suit jacket is the
safest bet, or any pattern with a blue in it, as this is always complementing the hues of the denim, but almost any tone can work
with this look. Also, decent pairs of chinos don’t go amiss, either. Make sure you have a pair of navy and bone casual duds,
at least, as this opens up a bevy of possibilities for your collection of suits, if you just want to rock the jacket,
whether you’re upstaging your colleagues on casual Fridays or hitting the town for a hot date.

W

hy is it so difficult for so many people, our fellow citizens, eponymous and anonymous,

to be convinced that the coronavirus is a real, and very serious, global problem?
Is it because of some “palpitations” and reluctance, from the governments?
It would be very simple, if these were the only reasons for such widespread distrust.
Yet, the reasons are much simpler for the contradictions or negligence of those in charge.
The virus is something unprecedented, for both: medical and at the level of political management.
For those, omniscient, know-it-all, however, this may not be easily accepted.
Since they “know everything”, how is it possible that those in charge not to know everything?
Therefore, they conclude, that … “they are hiding something from us”.
However, what we are experiencing is unprecedented for everyone, worldwide .
But beyond parties and governments, restrictive measures, such as Lock-downs, or the exact
opposite approach of “herd immunity”, beyond the arrogance or ignorance of many World leaders,
the pandemic that continues to plague the world seems to be a direct challenge to our way of life:
dietary habits, consumption, reckless traveing, food chain disorder, climate crisis.
In this light, if the international financial crises, were the result of a generalized unbridled desire
for wealth, expressed as a blind lust for wealth, accompanied by a naughty retreat and in politics,
the pandemic has now come to confirm the consequences of this arrogance:

“ We

will not only loose our jobs, but also our lives. ”

It is as if the forces of universe are telling us:

“Come

to your senses!

Yo u a r e n o t o m n i p o t e n t o r i m m o r t a l ! C o n c e n t r a t e ! ”
Perhaps we have forgotten something deeper and more primitive:

“Order

i n v o l v e s C h a o s ! ” and that “ L i f e i s e m b r a c e d b y D e a t h ! ”
When we banish the thought of Death, its possibility, its existence,
we do not realize it, but we banish Life itself.
Part of the allure of our existence is this fragility.

But we do not like all that!!!
As the Frenchman Edgar Morin writes in the book: "Knowledge, Ignorance, Mystery"

“ From its birth life is parasitized by death ...”
Ignoring the realities of Life, is like looking in the eyes the mythical cryptid,
called C a t o b l e p a s *, that was fed by poisonous plants and by virtue of its diet
and not come to harm from it, was able to kill with only a glance or a breath!
But who wants to hear that, especially these days?
*Catoblepas- African cryptid:
Cow body, boar head, long neck and tail. Head was so heavy and neck was so weak that it seemed to always be bowing.
Its gaze could kill any man and its breath was poisonous to vegetation. A constant foul odour came from the beast.

FEARMONGERING

&

MASS POLITICS

Fearmongering is an age-old political ritual.
so that they can win approval by cracking down on it.
- Charles Platt , Author fearmongering, as a tool of policy-making in the age of mass politics!
During the Pandemic crisis, we often heard politicians either “fearmongering” or the exact
opposite, framing negatively any “fearmongering” content.
So, is “fearmongering” a bad thing in itself as a practice, or should it be evaluated on the basis
of the purpose it serves?
To assess this is it perhaps necessary to evaluate the ability of the masses to handle the truth?

At this point I find it necessary to define “fearmongering” and separate it from other practices,
in order to avoid any conceptual confusion.
According to Professor John Mearsheimer, “fearmongering” occurs, “when leaders cannot
convince the public of the threats they foresee and so deceive the people ‘for their own good’,
is far more prevalent and effective.”
Based on the above definition, which makes a clear reference to the purpose of this technique,
we can separate “fearmongering” science, from social imperialism and its obscene cover-ups, since
they are intended to serve the interests of an elite. The emphasis on purpose, given in the above
definition, occurs because deception, a general category that includes lying, is perceived in
a utilitarian scope, according to which, it makes sense to mislead someone or others,
when we serve a useful social purpose.
This perception is found in the work of the Italian political thinker Nicollo Machiavelli: "to defend
the homeland, either with dishonesty or with glory. All means are good as long as you succeed“
followed by: “…It is necessary for a prince wishing to hold his own to know how to do wrong…
Forced to make a choice, it is much better to be feared than loved. This is because men, by nature,
are “ungrateful, fickle, dissembling, anxious to flee danger, and covetous of gain… In times of
remote danger, they are willing to take risks for their prince, but if the danger is real, they turn
against their prince… It is far better to be feared than loved if you cannot be both…Thus, if the
people do not obey because of their loyalty, it will be an acceptable substitute if they obey because
they know the consequences of disobeying are harsh… There is such a gap between how one lives
and how one should live that he who neglects what is being done for what should be done will
learn his destruction rather than his preservation.”
These views are completely opposed by the “moral absolutism” as expressed by Kant
and Augustine, for whom deception is something reprehensible in any case.
At this point I find it useful to cite a classic example of “fearmongering”. The behavior of the
President of the USA Lydon Johnson, during an episode in Tonkin Bay in 1964 is perhaps the most
typical example. As things went badly for the West in South Vietnam, the president hoped to save
the situation by escalating the war against North Vietnam. The reason was the attack of North
Vietnamese on the USSMaddox destroyer and although a lot of information disputed even the fact
of the attack, the President and his associates did not care about them and even claimed that the
attack was unprovoked and that the destroyer was just patrolling the area. In this way, he managed
to pass a resolution by Congress, which gave him a ‘blank slate’, to declare war on North Vietnam.

hese days, crimes, abuse of power, anomalies, corruption, misdeeds,
are feeding careers and create more wealth for the wealthy!!!
At the same time, moralistic campaigns and their hypocritical preachers, replace the specific action
against inequality and various forms of brutality and violence.
In this day and age, a large part of the world's elites, are constantly helping the most blatant populists.
We witnessed the “Paradise Papers” that followed the “Panama Papers” and i am sure , there are much
other “papers” and “files” that will follow. Of course, much of what was revealed does not suffer from
the level of “formal legitimacy”. They take advantage of the cracks of a complex weave, where law firms
and specialist consultants, find the tools for less taxes and security, for their wealthy clients' funds.
Complex legal expertise, together with costly financial management, secure effective protection cells.
That’s when taxation is increasing and will increase even more due to the impacts of the Pandemic,
for everyone else, who doesn’t have the “wealth” and the “means” to hire such “special services”.
The impression that there are only greedy and ridiculous actors out there is dominant, as a few hundred,
or a thousand do not want to give something from the wealth, they have accumulated, to live in luxuries
for themselves, their families and the descendants of their descendants, until the 7th generation.
The members of this elite, no matter how different the paths of life and the materials of their careers,
share the same cheap desires: to generate and then hide money.
Many politicians fall into the same category!
Regardless if they are pursuing their political career in a “democracy ”, or an “oligarchy”, or monarchy”,
they practise “Plutocracy” for themselves.
Their pachyderm-ism, is so severe that they have forgotten all other sensitivities!
Whether in the attempt to preserve, or to grow their wealth, a mixture of cynicism and indifference
emerges from the elites. Why? Because they don't care at all, whether their actions undermine liberal
principles and values, or whether they give a lot of arguments to the followers of closed economic and
political systems. They move in a self-referential world, in absolute distance from the lives of citizens.
Some, might “let it pass”, when these elites belong to royal houses of historical “mothballs”,
or states’ officials, whose whole existence is based on corruption and organized crime.
The issue is that in the same elites, elected governments and despotic regimes, states, institutional
and “dark” players are co-located.
What's the result?
The ones, who do not evaluate, the differences between the political systems, or counts them as ashes
in the eyes of the public feels justified. History confirms this!
The “waves” with reference to the social and political decline, decadence are getting stronger.
Philosophically and politically it is a fashionable idea.
Books and essays are being written that repeat the title of Oswald Spengler's monumental work
and are reminiscent of the rhetoric of the pessimistic thinkers of the interwar period.
There is fertile ground for modern ideologies, that can promise unadulterated national interests
and send the corrupt to fire in one go.
Perhaps a way to prevent this process of “demagogy” and “hysteria” is to limit such greed!
Nation-states and supranational unions, urgently need to realize that they do not survive without
middle classes, but also without the traditional popular strata.
What is happening today is pushing large sections of the world into vindictive anger against the elites
and their “institutional games”, that make our Democracy dysfunctional and reduce the confidence
in the ability for effective institutional corrections!

THE FOLLOWING INTERVIEW PUBLISHED ON JUNE 2014 IS THE PRECURSOR OF ALL THE ABOVE!!!

While the gap between the rich and the poor is deepening, the global elite is competing
in authoritarianism, a scary scenario seems more realistic than ever!
The paternity of the phrase “when the people have nothing to eat, they will eat the rich”,
which became a subversive slogan along the way, belongs to Jean-Jacques Rousseau,
the Enlightenment philosopher and although the standard of living of mankind appears statistically
improved over the past decades, socio-economic inequalities and the gap between richer
and poorer has widened so much, that it is rightly compared to the previous feudal period
of Rousseau and the Enlightenment.
Around sixty, rich people on the planet, now own as much as half the global population!
As simple as the slogan “they are 1% - we are 99%" sounds, we certainly cant say it is unfounded.
Somewhere 7.6 trillion, US dollars of personal wealth rest in offshore tax havens, an amount that,
“if” was taxed, would bring in more than $ 190 billion a year, according to estimates by the famous
economist Gabriel Zucman, author of “The Hidden Wealth of Nations: The Scourge of Tax Heavens”
co-Author of “The Triumph of Injustice: How the Rich Dodge Taxes and How to Make Them Pay”.
Aaccording to Oxfam, an NGO international confederation, fighting injustices that cause poverty,
among the "swindlers" are 188 of the 201 largest companies in the world.
Usually, the current social-class winners, tend to write not only history, but also the dominant
morality, as well as the dominant sense of law and order, the next step is the attempt to
“influence” the above terms. The Paradise Papers scandal, involving a respectable section of the
global elite-politicians, businessmen, heads of state, bankers, stars, etc. whose class consciousness
and solidarity proved to be narrower and more international, was not the only one of its kind,
it is not the first, it will not even be the last.
Tax havens are intertwined with the very nature and function of the dominant economic and
political system. They accumulates tax-free billions, enough to live for five lives like a king and
queen of the richest kingdom, in an offshore bank and then they reprimand the poorer, without
hesitation, while sitting in the full comfort of their comfortable armchairs, blaming the lower socioeconomic classes, as a destabilizing factor of the economy, because they dared to strike for a higher
salary that at least they will not be ashamed, or because they live beyond their financial abilities.
Who says and who defines all that? Of course the ones who hold the wealth and the …knives.
Yes, we are the destabilizing factor in the economy, according to these “wise-men”!
It is not even a matter of some corrupt governments, businesses or individuals: the whole
system is built on this basis and no one will ever impose any measures etc. and if some
measures are ever taken to hunt for dirty money they are clearly a way to blind us!
If the world’s plutocrats and power-holders, really wanted it, they would solve the issue in zero
time, as they do when they feel they are really threatened, but that way they would cancel
themselves since globalization, capitalism and especially its nihilist, "casino" version is completely
inherent in scandals, corruption, swindling.

Some of them would characterize me as an anarchist!
Anarchy:
A state of disorder due to absence or non-recognition of authority or other controlling systems.
Hm … “controlling systems”… What systems?
The ones that make the rich, richer and the poor, poorer?
The ones that humiliate the human nature, ignore human lives and believe in the gods of wealth?
“When people have nothing else to eat, they will eat the rich”
-Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Great Enlightener
The “paradise of the blind elites”, of course, refer “academically” and consciously ignore, to tackle
issues such as the increased unemployment and the constant deforestation of wages and labour
rights, the effects of the pandemic, the violation of Human Rights across the glob. No sensitivity!
Anything expressed against their system gets framed as “anarchy”, “hate speech”, “irrational”…
Never “anti-systemic”!!!
Simply because this will be an acceptance of a “system”, the existence of which has not been
“constituted” - officially - anywhere in the world, as all l Constitutions, express Equal Rights,
Equal Opportunities, Isonomy etc. etc. etc.
If a normal citizen avoids, “forgets”, to pay taxes, gets punished!
If the multi billionaires pay peanuts, they are legalized, through the “tax avoidance tools”,
they created… that strangely are only applicable by the global system, only for billions!
All the above have nothing to do with what Marx wrote in “Capital” (1867)!
Also, It may not, adequately explain, the complex spectrum of human exploitation by a human.
Nevertheless, it is "irritatingly" present and will remain so, as long as, there are societies and
“systems” with authoritarian and exploitative relations.
One of the most popular movies of 2012 was “The Hunger Games” which portrayed
a post-apocalyptic nation called Panem in which a super-rich, super-pampered, super-callous
‘elite’ lived in high-tech luxury while the rest of the population daily battled to survive in
abject poverty, locked away behind prison fences in intensively-populated ‘people zones’.
Panem comes from the Latin phrase panem et circenses or ‘bread and circuses’.
a term derived from Rome and meaning to give the people diversions and distractions to hide
what is being done to them. Exactly what is happening today! Any candidate "immigrants"
who do not meet the “criteria” are not welcome! Only at some point all the walls are torn
down and all the winter palaces are occupied, even if they are... in space.

In the science fiction film Elysium (2013), a wealthy and ruthless, painless elite, who enjoy all
the economic and technological luxuries, live isolated and well guarded in a huge space
station-city, a few hundred kilometres above Earth, on the brink of humanitarian and
ecological disaster and …from there they control everything here!
History has shown that social upheavals often occur in times of apparent calm, frustration and
resignation. As long as the rich remain greedy, draining people and resources, blaming those who
live daily with misery ,as solely responsible for their fate, let them not be shocked if they find
themselves as the “main course” tomorrow.
They, themselves, are the first to work for their complete moral and social decriminalization!
Did they also “predict” the pandemic and they became even richer??? …

Changing systems…
A long conversation that concerns people throughout their history, consciously or subconsciously.
A topic that I discuss very often, either in the context of my work or on a personal level.
A conversation that takes place when we seek to find, what can be the positive impact of the
projects we implement, because we essentially aim to change a system through our actions.
But to understand how we can change a system, we must first define the meaning of the system
and see how a system made up of people, of living organisms, works.
Each system is an organized set of parts, that interact with each other to achieve a specific goal.
A system to operate, requires resources with which it implements a series of processes and
produces specific results-products, which all together manage to fulfil the purpose of the system.
If a part of the system changes, then the whole nature of the system changes and the necessary
adjustments are made, so that it continues to exist and to pursue the goal it has set.
Systems, whatever their form is, whether natural or artificial, can be considered machines
that determine probabilities, always according to the goals they set because they are simply the
sources of these probabilities. These probabilities are produced as products of their operation.
A system that exists in an effective way can be said to help its parts to develop, to evolve,
to continue to exist as a whole.
That is: the opportunities it creates for its parts-members, are in favour of its parts-members.
But there are also systems that, unfortunately, are not well designed and through the opportunities
that are created only some parts-members, are favored and not all. In other words, in order to
achieve their goal, they sacrifice some of their elements, some of the entities that constitute them.
When we say that we want to change a system, then basically what we mean is that we want to
change the chances it creates for the elements that make it up and turn them all into favorable for
the benefit of all parties. Or we could say, that what we are trying to do is to eliminate those
chances that create problems for some parts of it.
To change a system we must change the rules that govern it, or change the culture that affects the
system, when it comes to human systems, for our society (Heath, 2020).
In the poorest countries of the world, we will not solve the problem created by this system that
exists and works for the benefit of the few, by providing education to people on how to manage
money effectively, because quite simply the chances created by the unjust system will not be
reduced by a measure like this. We need to change the rules of this system. We need to find a way
to turn the odds, that are not in favour of the many people living there, into odds that will favour
these people making money. To develop means, that create opportunities.
It is not a question of educating a farmer on how to manage his business when he has nothing to
eat and no money to pay. Nor is it a solution to give him some money as a “support”, because that
way you do not mobilize him. You always hold him in your hand, as a “toy” of greater “game”’.
The solution is to change the system in such a way as to create opportunities for the farmer
to make money. To sell his crop at a good price, to buy his raw materials at good prices and after
that happens, then go and train him on how to more effectively manage the resources he has.
The imaginary change of a system through the so-called impact.

What is happening with many projects or programs, that are currently running, is to maintain the
sick system and not to change it. All those organizations that think they are doing social work,
or all those big organizations that proudly post how many people have helped them learn more
than they knew, without following their progress, not only they do not change the rules of the
system , not only do they not turn destructive conditions into favourable ones, but they approve of
them and reinforce them. They do not change any system, as we see in their value proposition.
What they do is treat the sick system and to be part of it. Their existence is linked to its existence.
The so-called impact for which they are cut is fumaroles.
If you will identify, what is going on inside a big project that aims to help a section of people in
society move forward, so that they can manage to have a decent job and live in a well-being
situation, you will see that from the manager to and support staff, they are all paid.
They have a salary and in fact the senior executives, are well paid and have other incentives too.
The only ones who are not paid, but get trained to be able to make some money, while starving,
are the people who are called beneficiaries in the terminology of these systematic projects.
I am not saying that these projects are not needed. The point is that as projects they have a specific
beginning and end, and after the end comes chaos. No system change, no creation of favourable
opportunities for all parts of the system.
A change in the system could only take place if all the parts of this system, together,
collectively, demanded fundamental changes in the way the country was governed.
Too many people across the Globe, now say that this our world is for the few, that the is unfair,
that the odds are always in favour of the financially strong. We are also part of this system.
We are those “chips”-“parts”, whose lives are defined by those odds, that act in favour of the few.
But what do we do to change these chances? We sit on our couch, upload some insulting comments
on FB and we are done! It is not good enough just to have good intentions.
The system changes when there is a will, when there is strength, but most importantly, when
the parts of the system that get extorted or living in difficult conditions, realize that they must
take action to change the system.
Every system changes from the inside, not from the outside and always collectively, but based
on the power of each part.
Let us all ask ourselves what we are doing, to change the unjust system in which we live.
What do we implement daily, individually and collectively to change the chances in our favour.
If we want to change the rules in order to change the opportunities in favour of the disadvantaged
parts of the system, then we must change the inputs of the system with other stronger and more
dynamic ones, so that after the necessary processes we have the desired result.
Sit down and record these inputs, the resources that are currently entering the system you want to
change and next to them make another list, of those most empowered and effective resources that
can cause change. Then make your plan of action, but ask the right questions, trying to provide
solutions, to questions that begin with "Why". If you do not do this then you are feeding the
system, giving more power to the existing sick system you want to change.
You give more power to the odds that do not work in your favour!
Don't you think that it is time to wake up from the lethargy that any unjust system has inflicted
on us and in which we voluntarily remain active, with the role of the unfavourable parts of it?
Don't you think it's time to change our odds?

